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Websites
Can the Bose Einstein Condensate
change its spots?
Stuffy intro to research
Fujitsu scores
If you want to view a global business approach, one of the plainer
but easier to navigate through is  the Fujitsu worldwide site.This
sort of place shows what’s behind ‘thinking local but talking global’
as it appears to the giants.Talking global for instance equates to
English, French, Dutch, Portugese, Spanish, Chinese,Vietnamese,
Italian, Korean, German and Finish language pages for site visitors.
At one of the newer pages on the site is Fujitsu’s Quantum Devices,
Singapore that accommodates its product line of microwave semi-
conductors, optical semiconductors; GaAs IC and laser diodes.These
pages are complete with what’s on offer, quote and sample, where to
get it, who to call for support as well as a quality and environmental
policy. Nice, straightforward and workable.
http://sg.fujitsu.com/fqds/
One of the best web examples
of where animation can be so
illuminating in explaining mate-
rial behaviour, is to be found at
the Ohio State University web-
site, where researchers Tin-Lun
Ho and Erich Mueller have creat-
ed a stunning page to show
exactly the optical trickery
involved in how vortices appear
to turn into tiger strips, but actually remain separate.
Physicists at the University have been working to explain some of
the strange behaviour of the ultra-cold material known as BEC. New
analysis shows it is closer to being harnessed  to perform functions
such as quantum computing.
Tin-Lun Ho, physics professor is a pioneer of studies into BEC, that
defies description as either a solid, liquid, or gas. It forms when
atoms of a single chemical element such as rubidium are cooled to
temperatures so low they condense together.
BEC can be spun, by suspending it in a magnetic field and nudging
it with laser light pulses, causing an array of whirl- pool-like vor-
tices to form. Squeezed in a magnetic field, the vortices appear  to
melt and form stripes. But according to Ho and  researcher Erich
Mueller, BEC only appears to form the stripes, because the lattice
pattern changes while the vortices remain separate.
The fascinating illustration of all this is on show at:
Web:http://www.physics.ohio-state.edu/~emueller/vortmotion/
In July, the Aurora Programme
Office issued an invitation to
tender for companies wishing
to submit proposals for the
detailed design of the high
mobility ExoMars rover (200
kg), and its Pasteur payload
(40kg) of scientific instru-
ments. The deadline for sub-
mission of proposals is 13
October 2003, after which two companies will be selected to
conduct the one-year Phase A design studies.
The ExoMars mission includes an orbiter and descent module
that will land the rover on the surface of Mars.The orbiter will
also operate as a data relay satellite between the Earth and the
vehicle on the Martian surface.“The scope of the present study is,
therefore, to provide an integrated rover design, efficiently com-
bining locomotion, scientific instruments and rover subsystems.”
For space business a site well worth visiting to see what’s in
demand can be found at the European Space Agency’s Invitation
to Tender Web http://emits.esa.int/emits/owa/emits.main
In July for instance improvement of flexible blanket technology
for standard and thin film solar cells was asked for, price range :
50-100k; closing date end of August.
“No advances in flexible technology have been made in Europe
during the last years and since future solar array concepts
strongly focus on flexible blanket technology, in order to remain
competitive in this area, this activity demands new proposals for
various flexible blanket concepts utilising thin film solar cells as
well as standard solar cell assembly type elements. Interfaces
between flexible blanket assemblies and deployment/stowage
mechanism shall be defined and concepts for power and signal
harness, grounding for protection against ESD shall be devel-
oped. Envisaged range of the deployable solar generator con-
cepts shall cover the range between 3kW and 20kW.”
Of rovers and solar blankets
Ireland’s NMRC ICT Institute has a pleasant, fairly bland but clean
site, that like many may get overlooked for not keeping a more fre-
quent news update.The latest entry is a May development of its
spin out company: “Optical Metrology Innovations (OMI) has intro-
duced thermo-mechanical strain measuring equipment for chip
packaging.The Cork-based firm is using image correlation techniques
to measure strain without the need to add a grid to the surface being
tested.” Web: http://www.nmrc.ie/research/index.html
What does catch the attention is the page’s opening graphic. After
that real sweet clarity, it seems a pity to descend into ‘investigative
reductionism to creative synthesis’ speak. “The increasing interdis-
ciplinary nature of advanced ICT [Information Communication
Technologies] related scientific research is now accelerating the
transition from investigative reductionism to creative synthesis.To
facilitate the evolving nature of this research, NMRC has created a
visionary environment in which discoveries arising from basic sci-
entific research on the fundamental building blocks of matter and
information, fuel development of NMRC core technology platforms
that will enable Irish industry to create new information and com-
munications products and applications.” Wow!
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